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-APPLICATION FOR SEEKING INFORMATION UNDER RIGHT TO
INFORMATION ACT
IDNo.

To,
Public Information Officer
Centre plantation crops Research Institute
Kasaragode-671124

1. Name of Applicant

BALAKRISHNAN NAIR

2. Address

Kuzhilthodikayil (Ho)
Kunnamangalam (P.O)(Mini)
Peruvazhikkadavu
Kozhikode-Kerala
673571.

I have completed my 28 years service in Indian Institute of Spices Research and
had retired on 1/6/2008. I have joined in the series as SS. Grade 1 and had retired
as SS grade 2. The period of my service is from 14/11/1980 to 31/5/08. The pay
scale applicable to me at the time of my retirement was 2650-65-3300-70-4000.
After my retirement the Department has fixed my pension as Rs. 2577 as per the
pension pay order 940(799). Now it is learned that as per the 6

th

the CPC the

person who has completed 20 years of service is entitled to get the 50% of the last
drone pay. Further as per the Annexure to OM No. 38/40/12-P& PW(A) dated
28/1/20 13 the corresponding pay scale of 2650-65-3300-70-4000 has now became
th

4440-7440 + 1 650( corresponding grade pay). In such a case as per the 6 CPC
I'm entitled to get Rs. 3500 as 50%

as basic pension. Now by verifying the

pension passbook I have the following doubts to be clarified from this office hence
this application under the Right To Information act. Earlier I have send the very
same application but omitted to attach the postal order.
1. what is the corresponding pay scale

2.If

if

it

lS

4440-7440

with

corresponding grade pay of Rs. 1650/
what should be the pension I'm
entitled to get?
3.whether the pension amount which
I'm entitled to get has been revised as
per the

s" CPC?

4. If revised on which date is revised
and

what

is the

actual

monthly

pension I a m entitled to get as per the
revision?
5. Whether I'm entitled to get any
arrears of pension as per the revision
is made?
6.

If entitled whether the same has

been credited to my account?
7.

If credited on which date the

creditor is made?
8.

Whether the

pension as per the i

of my

revision
h

CPC has been

made.
9. If So specify the revised pension I
am entitled to get as per the i

h

CPC?

10. Whether I am entitled to get
arrears of pension as per the 7 th CPC?
11.

If So specify the amount

of

arrears and the date on which the

12. Whether the

revised

pension

payable to me as per the 6 th Cl'C has
been

paid

to

me

from

1.6.2006

onwards?

5. I hereby state that the information sought does not fall within the restrictions
contained in section 8 and 9 Act and to the best of my knowledge it pertains to
your office.
6. 1 hereby certify that Balakrishnan Nair is a citizen of India
7. 1 have attached postal order for Rs .10 towards fee for this application for getting

the information and I am ready to pay any further expenses if incurred in the
above matter as per the direction from your office.

uMl.."i\,s\...N\"'- -N~
29.08.2018

Signature of applicant

Calicut
Mobile No: 8281361513

